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Note: This book is available only in digital format, not print/hardcopy. It can be read on laptop/PC,

tablet, Android/iOS smartphone after installing Kindle app. Any non-Kindle version of book is

unauthorized & could be a fake copyThis book is written from perspective of informing Indian men

on how best to handle maintenance cases filed by wife, and how to deny or reduce the maintenance

amount. The audience is especially men facing or likely to face multiple cases foisted by wife

including IPC 498A, 406, 506, 34, 323 and others. Also, it will be useful for men who have filed

RCR/divorce or wife has filed same on them, and now she has filed a maintenance claim under

HMA 24. Handling maintenance cases of wife is a universal feature of all above scenarios, but

unfortunately it is somewhat ignored in the initial stages by men with the result of getting burdened

by high maintenance, and still having to fight cases for many years in court.Broad areas covered in

the bookUnderstand what is maintenance, the need for it, and the history behind it.Develop a cool,

calculated, unemotional approach to win the game, rather than betting on emotional responses like:

"I will not pay a penny, and let's see what happens".Understand why reducing interim maintenance

and final maintenance are the most important things to do in overall fight. Why they are even more

important than fighting IPC 498A/406, divorce/RCR etc?Explore the bare act of CrPC 125 and

understand its main points and their implications.Explore the bare act of PWDVA (DV Act) and

understand its main points and their implications.Learn how to write your objections and deny DV

allegations? Know which kind of evidences are helpful refute domestic violence

allegations.Understand the concepts and implications of shared household and residence order

under DV Act. Should you sell your house to protect it from falling into wife's hands? Should you

transfer the house to your mother's name?What is a protection order? Understand all the sections

under which wife can take your money under DV Act: monetary relief, compensation, maintenance.

Learn the techniques on how to thwart these or minimize the damage.Understand the process of

summons and other court procedures in CrPC 125 and DV Act cases. Is it a good idea to delay

taking summons?Ways to find and manage a lawyer, negotiate lawyer's fees, communication etc.

Filing vakalatnama, appearing in court.Find out what evidence to collect, and which evidence is

most important to deny or reduce maintenance to wife. How to use CrPC 91 to get wife's

employment records or bank statement etc. How to reduce own income in hand? Getting parents to

file CrPC 125 on husband to reduce in-hand income.Some common myths to avoid in fighting

maintenance cases - like leaving one's job or filing RCR.What happens if you don't pay

maintenance? How much jail time can be ordered? Warning: Not a recommended 'strategy'.What

needs to be done if arrears of maintenance have accumulated? Can you file appeal to reduce



maintenance if arrears are pending?Go through important judgments/precedents about

maintenance ordered under CrPC 125 and DV Act. Some judgments of HMA 24 are also covered to

explain about maintenance principles, though discussion of HMA 24 is not in scope of this book.The

judgments on maintenance are divided into sections based on whether one's wife is working,

qualified but left job, qualified but never worked etc. An easy approach is given on selecting the

appropriate judgment closest to the facts of your own case.Finally, the appendices contain several

full bare acts
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This is a very useful book for men. I relied heavily on this book for guidance in my Domestic

Violence case. I had completely ignored my DV case and relied heavily on luck. And that was

primarily due to lack of my knowledge and zero guidance from my lawyer. But this book taught me

how to fight the case. It has some pretty advanced approaches to handle messed up scenarios.This

book also covers the emotional aspect, which men usually ignore and as it turns out, is the most

important thing in the fight to save one's dignity and money.I will recommend this book to each and

every person out there trying to get the maintenance reduced. The effectiveness of the book



becomes huge if one takes the maintenance cases seriously and puts in the effort from the

start.Thanks Vivek for writing this book.

Very helpful for men facing CrPc/DV cases - especially the judgements. Though a lot of this

information is available online, this book is definitely recommended as a go to guide.

Must read for all husbands facing divorce procedure..it will help u relax your worries & give u

enough confidence to fight..

This book is helpful for men who are facing/ going to face maintenance and DV cases

this book is definatly a figthers delight...must read it...
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